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Our Additional Functions at a Glance –  
for a Step by Step, Tailor-Made and Individual Development of Your Digital Production:

Alerting Autonomous Maintenance (TPM) DNC and Configuration Data Document Display

Energy Monitoring Mobile Client Monitoring Personnel Planning

Personnel Time Recording Production Logistics Process Data Acquisition Process Messages

Digital Production – Flexible and Future-Proof

Diverse requirements – one solution! Building on the MES 
basic module, all FASTEC 4 PRO modules can be combined 
individually and tailored to your needs. The individual MES 
modules access a common and uniform database. In this way 
you always have consistent data – there are no interfaces bet-

ween the modules andthere is no redundant data stored. 
Due to the modular structure, a step-by-step and demand-
oriented implementation of the software modules up to a 
digitalization of all areas of your entire production at one or 
more locations and in one or multiple languages is possible.

FASTEC 4 PRO provides you with facts based on data in real time, independent of any sector, modular, in-

dividually tailored to your specific production processes as well as tried and tested. For swift and reliable 

decision-making – from the shop floor to the management. Since 1995.

Our MES Modules – Custom-Fit With a Central Database
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The FASTEC 4 PRO Client Structure – Optimally 
Coordinated

FASTEC 4 PRO provides you with various client concepts. You 
can therefore equip your production optimally, taking into 
account hardware and license cost aspects.
 
Machine Connections – Safely Solved With FASTEC 4 
PRO

There are many ways to connect your machines: Whether with 
digital signals via I/O modules or via direct connection of the 
machine control via PLC interfaces, e.g. Beckhoff ADS or OPC, 
FANUC, web services. Thanks to the great variety of interface 
solutions, every machine can be connected to the FASTEC 
4 PRO MES system regardless of manufacturer and year of 
manufacture. We never lose sight of effort in relation to your 
benefits.

ERP Interfaces – FASTEC 4 PRO as a Data Hub

The MES system almost always also communicates with an 
ERP system that provides the order information for produc-
tion. The German market alone has 800 different ERP sys-
tems. Even so, the type of an interface can usually be broken 
down to a few communication standards – such as database 
tables, file transfer or XML, just to name the most important 
ones.

A seamless exchange of information between the ERP/PPC 
system and FASTEC 4 PRO is essential. We use project-spe-

Long-term cooperative collaboration is important to us – from 
the concept to the rollout, from the software implementation 
and training of your employees to the subsequent support 
during operation. At the beginning, we analyze your needs 
and with the help of a comprehensive, individual concept we 
create the foundation for your successful MES project. Your 
solution will then be developed and introduced gradually. 
During the entire course of the project, you constantly have 
a fixed contact person you can rely on. We will not abandon 
you after the rollout.  You can conveniently reach our support.

Process:
• Detailed analysis
• Individual conception
• Central contact person
• Test phase
• Rollout
• Staff training
• Long-term support

cific uni- or bidirectional ERP interfaces or our FASTEC stan-
dard interface for you. Of course, we also connect already 
existing systems in your company, for example Personnel 
Time Recording or Quality Assurance.

SAP Interfaces – FASTEC 4 PRO as a Data Hub

There are several standard interfaces of major ERP system 
manufacturers on the market. One of the most important 
interfaces worth mentioning in this context is SAP PP-PDC 
for which SAP also offers a certification program.

The functionality of the program is limited to order data 
exchange and only provides a small amount of master data. 
This range of services is not sufficient for Detailed Planning 
in the MES system, as this requires the transfer of significant-
ly more master data. FASTEC has specifically programmed its 
own function modules, which conform to the DSAG’s (Ger-
man-speaking SAP user group) best practice programming 
guide ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming). 
These function modules are very efficient and can be adapt- 
ed quickly without the support of SAP partners. To write back 
data, these function modules use standard SAP functions 
(BAPI calls).

If further IT systems are used in production (e.g. QA system, 
tool setting system, document management), additional 
interfaces may be required. Due to the large number of 
different systems and manufacturers, no generally applicable 
statement can be made in this regard. However, many of 
these systems provide file- or database-based interfaces.

Interesting Facts About FASTEC 4 PRO

Your Project – Our Solution Portfolio
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MES Basic Module – Flexible and Future-Proof

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• User administration including rights management on a  
 functional level

• Master data management of resources (e.g. machines,  
 equipment, personnel, articles, work schedules)

• Logging of all manually made data changes and activities  
 (audit trail)

• Printing and export functions, e.g. to Excel, sending e-mails  
 automatically

• View Designer for creating and customizing screens

• Report designer for customizing reports

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Core component for your modular MES solution, expandable  
 at any time

• User can configure and flexibly expand MES

• Intuitive, high-performance software

• User can customize screen masks

• User can create individual reports quickly and easily

The future-proof foundation of your custom-fit FASTEC 4 PRO system forms the Basic Module. We support 

you to digitalize your shop floor and in meeting diverse requirements. What can we do for you and your 

production?

• Audit trail

• Basic data editor

• User/rights management

• Multilingualism

• Report Designer

• View Designer

• Master data management

• Resource Logbook

Standard Functions  
Included

Basic Module

Optional 
Extensions
• Alerts

• Connection to BI/BW systems

• ERP interface

• Graphical online monitoring 
(e.g. Andon board)

• Machine connection

• Mobile Client

• Office Client

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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The Future-Proof Basis for Your Individual MES  
Solution

As the foundation of the MES solution FASTEC 4 PRO, the 
MES basic module provides you with the basic configuration 
and administration functions and is the basis for interfaces to 
other systems. The integrated View Designer and the report 
designer allow you to customize real-time views, evaluations 
and reports. 

Convincing Thanks To Individual Configuration

The MES solution FASTEC 4 PRO can be configured flexibly. It 
can be perfectly tailored to your production environment. The 
FASTEC standard is always met. For you, this means a custom-
fit and exact implementation of your requirements without 
jeopardizing the updateability of the system.

Modular Design for Fast Expansion

New functions, additional machines or further production 
areas can be quickly integrated into the already existing  
FASTEC 4 PRO system. Thanks to the careful configuration 
of the master data in the MES basic module, you can easily 
access them for all licensed MES modules.

Basic Module FASTEC 4 PRO: In Detail

Benefit From Our Extensive Project Experience in Digital Production  
in Various Industries!

Our software solution is industry-independent, modular and individually adaptable.  
Our software modules and additional functions can be combined flexibly. This allows you  

to start with the processes for which optimization is needed most! We support you in analysis  
and planning up to a step-by-step rollout.

In our workshops and trainings you and your employees will get to know our software and its  
evaluations. In addition, detailed online documentation is available and our support team will  

of course be happy to advise you.

We will be happy to advise you.

If you would like to get to know our software, please do not hesitate to contact our sales team.

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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MES Module Machine Data Acquisition (MDA)

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• Accurate recording of machine running times and  
 downtimes

• Assigning states automatically and/or manually, e.g.  
 production, downtime, fault

• Automatic or manual acquisition on the touch panel,  
 e.g. quantities, scrap quantities

• Detailed evaluations for precise weak-point analysis  
 and identifying optimization potentials

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Time savings with simultaneously improved data quality  
 thanks to automatic data acquisition

• Reducing response times to disturbances by online  
 monitoring of the current machine status

• Many evaluations available for problem analysis at the  
 push of a button

• Systematic recording of all downtimes, faults and short-term  
 disturbances reliably uncovers weak points in the production  
 process

• Exact post-calculation regarding the actually required  
 machine running times on the basis of valid data records

Our module Machine Data Acquisition (MDA) analyzes and visualizes machine data acquired in real  

time in clear evaluations. Your benefits: Weak points in the production process are reliably revealed.  

You enjoy full transparency in the entire production process.

• Intuitive input screens

• Comprehensive and simple  
 reporting

- Differentiation of rejects
– Performance analysis
– MTBF/MTTR
– Set-up time report
– States reports 

• Overall equipment effectiveness 
 (OEE)

Standard Functions  
Included

Module Machine Data Acquisition (MDA)

Optional  
Extensions
• KPI configurator

• Process data acquisition 

• Process messages (PM)

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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Not Just a Rough Estimate – Data Become Facts

Due to the increasing degree of automation in production, 
losses in the area of machine and plant availability are more 
than ever a critical success factor. A rough estimate and trust-
ing your gut feeling might tell you that a higher effectiveness 
should be possible. However, only recorded data such as 
historical records and evaluations provide you with reliable 
results in order to actually verify the presumed losses. Your 
measures to reduce assumed losses and to significantly in-
crease full utilization of machine capacity can otherwise easily 
turn into a costly losing game. Create clarity and transparency: 
Use reliable data for your business venture and decision-mak- 
ing.

Reducing Costs and Simultaneously Increasing  
Effectiveness – Thanks to MDA

The module Machine Data Acquisition (MDA) enables you to 
reduce costs and at the same time to increase the effective-
ness and quality of your production with a proven record of 
success:
• Automatic logging of machine data considerably reduces  
 your expenditure of time compared to hand-written records.  
 When recording quantities, running meters and downtimes,  
 the automatic recording is also more accurate and less  
 prone to manipulation.
• You can now generate evaluations and reports in a matter  
 of seconds. Time-consuming manual preparation of com- 
 plex MS Excel tables is a thing of the past.
• Downtimes and faults, including all reasons for downtimes,  
 are recorded consistently and transparently in a compre- 
 hensible manner. The extensive analysis of reasons for  
 downtimes gives you a clear idea of weaknesses in the  
 organizational and technical operating schedules. 

Now you can precisely tackle optimization measures: This 
marks the beginning of sustainably increasing the degree of 
utilization and machine availability.

Transparency at the Push of a Button – Always Keep 
an Eye on Your Entire Production

Thanks to the FASTEC 4 PRO module Machine Data Acquisi-
tion, you always stay on top of things. You can conveniently 

catch up on the status of individual machines, machine groups  
or all machines in a hall from your PC workstation. Stay up to 
date on what is happening in the selected supervisor area or 
plant, broken down into individual cost centers. From now on, 
you can obtain important production figures at the click of a 
mouse, e.g. performance, availability, quality, OEE results and 
quantities. 

Data Provision in Real Time – MDA Module as Central 
Data Supplier

The module Machine Data Acquisition provides you with mean- 
ingful information from your production in real time. The 
decisive factor, however, is that the module acts like a central 
data supplier for additional applications. The Machine Data 
Acquisition often provides basic data for further modules. This 
is especially true for Monitoring and Alerting. The applications 
in the area of Maintenance, Detailed Scheduling and Traceabil- 
ity also obtain relevant input from the data hub MDA.

In combination with other modules, a complete MES is creat- 
ed smoothly. You optimize your planning, control, monitoring 
and evaluation of your production process step by step. From 
assembly workstation to high-tech special machine – the deci-
sion is yours.

Connections Clearly Conceived – For all Machines, 
Plants and Assembly Workstations

The smooth connection of your machines, plants and assem- 
bly workstations will give you no cause for concern. The 
highly flexible FASTEC interface concept permits access to all 
machine data in various ways. I/O modules are used to ac-
quire digital signals, e.g. cycles or downtimes, directly at the 
machine. And that without intervening in the plant and ma-
chine control (PLC).

In order to acquire process data and process messages from 
the plant and machine control (PLC), interface modules are 
available for a variety of common protocols and communica- 
tion technologies: OPC, Euromap E63, Siemens S5/S7,  
Profibus.

Module Machine Data Acquisition (MDA): In Detail

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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MES Module Production Data Acquisition (PDA)

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• Clear administration and prioritized processing of  
 production orders 

• Digitally logging on and off orders at the machine or  
 workstation 
 
• Automatic or manual feedback, e.g. of produced  
 quantities, scrap and meter readings 

• Real-time display of the order progress 
 
• Detailed acquisition and display of various order and  
 article-related data, e.g. quantities, target values, actual 
 values, remaining quantities and scrap 

• Effectively supporting overlapping production of working  
 steps 

• Precise projection of the remaining term until the expected  
 end of the order

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Paperless registration of orders directly on the machine 

• Accelerated processes through online communication 

• Transparent production processes through automatically  
 recorded order data 

• Fast detection of process disturbances in production 

• Immediate visualization of deviations between target and  
 actual values 

• Noticeable time savings and avoiding transmission errors  
 through automatic order feedback to the ERP/PPC system

Our module Production Data Acquisition (PDA) provides effective support in administration and  

processing of simple up to complex production orders. Your benefits: Clear administration and  

planning as well as transparent data and production processes in real time.

• Production order management
- Routings
– Bill of material 

• Various order types

Standard Functions  
Included

Module Production Data Acquisition (PDA)

Optional 
Extensions
• Automatic order start from PLC

• DNC/EDS set data management

• Document display
- e.g. training videos, changeover  
 instructions

• Dynamic target set-up times
• Energy data collection
• ERP bookings

- Recording of quantities/time  
 regarding the production order/ 
 start date
– Automatic reporting into the  
 ERP system
– Based on packing instructions

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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More Transparency – More Effective Production

The module Production Data Acquisition (PDA) provides you 
with exact information about your production processes in real 
time. This enables you to react quickly in case of deviations, 
to optimize processes and to shorten production times. The 
real-time information is also used for cost control and post-
calculation.

Optimized Processes – Shortened Production Times

Thanks to PDA, all order data is instantly available at the 
respective location and always up to date. Machine operators 
can conveniently register and start production orders directly 
on the machine. At the same time, other production man- 
agers are kept up to date on upcoming, currently running or 

already completed orders without delay. The module Produc-
tion Data Acquisition (PDA) ensures transparency in the entire 
production process.

Complex Information Clearly Arranged – Basis for 
Optimization

Tabular and graphical evaluations are available at any time. 
You can view order and article data, scrap values, comparisons 
of target and actual data for production or set-up data as 
you please. Your options are not limited: Each user can decide 
according to their individual goals which data they need and 
according to which criteria the data should be analyzed.

Module Production Data Acquisition (PDA): In Detail

„When choosing a provider, it was crucial that the system could be adapted to our individual needs – this is  

exactly the case with the modular system from FASTEC.“ 

Bartlomiej Latowski
Technical Service Manager, DOM Sicherheitstechnik

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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MES Module Quality Assurance (QA)

Our module Quality Assurance (QA) ensures a complete documentation of inspection orders – paperless 

and traceable at any time at the push of a button. Your benefits: Freely configurable inspection characte-

ristics, digital documentation, continuous transparency or reducing expenditure of time.

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• Freely configurable definition of the inspection plan type

• Configuration of different inspection orders, e.g. allow  
 manual inspection points, skip inspection points, external  
 creation of inspection orders

• Creating and editing inspection plans including a config- 
 urable status profile for state transitions and assignment 
 of rights

• Detailed definition of test characteristics including specifi- 
 cation of test equipment, determination of boundary types,  
 limits to be complied with and requests for action

• Defining different triggers, e.g. time-based or with regard  
 to the production order

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Easy integration in FASTEC 4 PRO and therefore no additional  
 IT interface

• Orders can be triggered automatically based on MDA/PDA  
 data, integration of MDA data, especially process messages,  
 into the inspection order is possible

• Freely configurable inspection characteristics and inspection  
 plan types as well as presetting of binding inspection points

• Continuous transparency throughout the plant, changes and
 release of inspection orders which open interactively, e.g.  
 when the machine is being cleaned

• Reducing expenditure of time and error by eliminating  
 manual protocols and transmission errors

• Automatic data transfer from peripheral devices/PLC

• Automatic inspection

• Data archiving

• Digital checklists

• Simple inspection plan creation

• Intuitive operator entries during production

• Proactive information management

• Inspection plans/inspection orders

• Statistical process controls (SPC)

• Top level dashboards on large screens

Standard Functions 
Included

Module Quality Assurance (QA)

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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Less Paper – More Efficiency on the Shop Floor 
Level

A paperless factory is still out of reach in some places – a mix-
ture of Excel spreadsheets and Word documents that have to 
be filled out by hand is still the norm. This applies to numer- 
ous production companies – irrespective of industry and size. 
In addition, machine operators themselves have to ensure 
that the inspection intervals are adhered to and make deci-
sions about the quality of the produced goods (“okay”/”not 
okay”). Apart from the use of resources and the time expend- 
ed, a constant potential for error therefore accompanies data 
acquisition – from complying with inspection intervals to 
precise logging and evaluation.

FASTEC offers an attractive answer to the complex issues 
named above: The newly developed quality module is paper-
less, precise and highly configurable. In combination with the 
module Production Data Acquisition (PDA) your digital order 
documentation gets off to a good start. Following a holistic 
and consistent approach, the first version of the new module 
already offers significantly more functions than many com-
mon SPC tools.

While SPC is primarily concerned with the manual acquisition 
of variable and attributive characteristics, the quality module 
offers a number of additional functions, such as the digitiza-
tion of set-up checklists.

Creating Inspection Plans – Safely, Quickly and  
Conveniently

Different characteristics defined in an inspection plan can be 
checked at self-defined intervals. In addition, process and 
quality checks can be partially automated and carried out 
without the machine operators. This is possible, for example, 
when checking the LoT codes using a stationary scanner.

The range of possible inspection point creations meets all 
requirements: Automated triggers for digital monitoring, for 
instance of time, working operation, quantity and condition, 
ensure consistent quality controls and increase transparency 
in production. In combination with the creation of individual 
inspection plans to define step sequences, variable and at-
tributive and comparative characteristics as well as extensive 
options for text and numerical entry, the paperless factory is 
noticeably and profitably within reach.

All Documents in One Place – Completely and Within 
Reach for Audits

The digitalized and automated order documentation not only 
eliminates manual transmission orders, it also saves you time. 
The machine operator can focus on his actual work. Further-
more, the quality module shows its advantages in audits: At 
the push of a button and without taking a long time searching 
in folders, the relevant documentation can be viewd. 

Module Quality Assurance (QA): In Detail

Automatisiert/FASTEC 4 PRO

Shop Floor

Quality inspection
Automated, trigger-based and situa-
tional testing, online documentation

Digital test results from production 
in real time, monitoring of the test, 
analysis and evaluation, permanent 
archive

Software controls and 
documents testing

Handwritten inspection in production

Shop Floor

Quality inspection independent of 
production events and usually time-
based, documentation on paper

Collects information from  
production and archives it.

Inspector controls  
and documents

https://www.fastec.de/en/contact/
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MES Module Detailed Scheduling (DS)

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• Dynamic calculation of the set-up time depending on the  
 planned sequence of operations

• Automatic consideration of capacities available, e.g.  
 personnel, material, other operating resources

• Adaptive resource visibility: When manually scheduling  
 an operation, only designated resources are displayed

• Scheduling of production order networks

• Consideration of alternative work operations or work  
 schedules including necessary transport and idle times

• Checking for individually definable rule violations, e.g.  
 for sequences, dates, capacities

• Alternative planning scenarios as a basis for decision- 
 making

• Grouping of production orders and batches into  
 campaigns/planning groups

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Relief through error-free and executable planning

• Multi-resource planning taking into account dependencies  
 and available capacities

• Complementary personnel, operating resources and material  
 availability planning

• Increased adherence to schedules, detect bottlenecks at an  
 early stage, detect spare capacities

• Uniform production plan that can be distributed digitally at  
 any time – consistent transparency throughout the entire  
 planning process up to the machine terminal

• Live data from production allows you to react to unexpected  
 events in real time

Convenience functions for efficient and error-free production planning: Assign orders and operations to 

workstations using drag and drop, enjoy uncomplicated early or late scheduling, automatic checking and 

listing of rule violations (adherence to delivery dates, availability of operating resources ...).

• Production variants/versions

• Gantt chart with drag and drop  
 functionality

• Comfort functions for an  
 efficient planning process

• Planning regarding limited  
 work center capacities

• Testing of rule violations

• Scenarios with analyses

Standard Functions  
Included

Module Detailed Scheduling (DS)

Optional  
Extensions
• Equipment availability planning

• Material availability planning

• Personnel availability planning

• Campaigns/planning groups

• Changeover matrices/rules,  
 calculation of the set-up times
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Convenient Planning – Error-Free and Effective

Professionally planning the production and planned orders is 
fundamental to a cost-optimized production. This is the only 
way for you to meet delivery dates, reduce throughput times, 
lower production costs and at the same time react flexibly to 
changes in planning. 
The FASTEC 4 PRO module Detailed Scheduling helps you to 
cope with these complex requirements. It consists of several 
tools that save you a lot of time compared to planning meth- 
ods with spreadsheets or planning boards, e.g.

• Evaluations and dashboards provide information on the  
 current status of production and facilitate readjustment in  
 the event of deviations from the plan

• Gantt chart displays, which include current production data  
 and machine states in real time, provided you also use the  
 MES module Machine Data Acquisition (MDA)

• Ergonomic and user-friendly operation, e.g. by simply  
 moving orders in the Gantt chart using the drag and drop  
 feature

• Visualize the effects of changed planning on other orders  
 immediately

• Idle and waiting times between operations and production  
 runs are taken into account in the production plan

• Consider required capacities for processing the work steps  
 automatically

• Consider alternative operations or work plans including  
 necessary transport times and idle periods

• Optional scheduling of production order networks

• Check for individually definable rule violations, e.g. for  
 sequences, dates, capacities

• Alternative planning scenarios for comparing different  
 strategies

Comfort Functions – Relief for the Planner

Thanks to the partially automated scheduling, your planners 
have the necessary flexibility to act individually and safely – 
and are thus relieved in their everyday decision-making  
processes.

Module Detailed Scheduling: In Detail

Real
-Time Feedback/Live Data

Bills of Materials

Orders

Stocks

Holidays

... Detailed Scheduling/
Control Station

Unified Plan,  
Digital Distribution

Efficient and Error-Free Planning

Production 
Process

Finished 
Products
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MES Module Traceability (TRC)

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• Collect, combine and store process and material data

• Transfer serial and batch numbers from the machine   
 controls directly

• Read in serial and batch numbers via scanner

• Convenient search and evaluation masks:
 - Product history including forward and backward tracking
 - Process control charts, histograms
 - Process throughput evaluation (first pass yield)
 - Throughput times

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Reliable production thanks to complete traceability

• Complete overview of the entire value chain

• Complete documentation of the entire production process

• Comprehensive evaluation of the recorded and permanently  
 logged data

• Localizing defective products in case of damage

• Minimizing recall costs

The module Traceability (TRC) enables you to a safe material and process traceability. Your benefit:  

Fast and clear identification of defective products, targeted optimization of production processes  

in need of improvement and compliance with legal regulations.

• First Pass Yield

• Forward and backward  
 searches

Standard Functions  
Included

Module Traceability (TRC)

Optional  
Extensions
• Connection to measuring  
 equipment (Q-DAS)

• Label printer control

• Material review board (MRB)

• Material traceability

• Process traceability

• Process interlocking

• Serial number/batch traceability

• Serial number generator
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Complete Overview – Stable Production Processes

Get a reliable and complete overview of your entire value 
chain: With our module Traceability (TRC), you can assess the 
stability of your production processes at any time thanks to 
forward/backward tracking, histograms, control charts etc. 
Comprehensive analyses such as to the first pass yield, gen- 
eral throughput times, processing results, etc. can now be 
evaluated in detail. 
 

Forward Traceability

Narrow down the affected products in the event of product 
defects on time – even before shipping

Backward Traceability

In the event of product defects, identify the underlying pro-
cesses, machines, equipment and batches used

Module Traceability (TRC): In Detail

All relevant process and material data of the production 
process are recorded and permanently stored for the respec-
tive product identifier. For product and part identification, the 
FASTEC 4 PRO module Traceability (TRC) can transfer the serial 
and batch numbers directly from the machine control or read 
in the data using a bar code scanner. The number generator 
generates consecutive serial numbers according to the speci-
fications of individual number ranges, which the system gen- 
erates independently and, for example, prints out as labels.
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MES Module Maintenance (M)

Our module Maintenance supports you in all work related to maintenance – from preventive maintenance 

to repairs. Your benefit: Efficient, digitalized maintenance processes, regular inspections, reduced suscep-

tibility to faults, optimized maintenance intervals.

The Most Important Functions at a Glance

• Create autonomous maintenance plans (types)

• Separate documentation of working times for maintenance  
 activities on the machine (manually or by RFID)

• Involve machine operators through maintenance requests

• Diverse trigger, e.g. calendar intervals, states, runtime or lot  
 size

• Predictive maintenance

• Provide supporting documents

• Document performed activities and spare parts needed

• Supplementary information and notice of defects

• Additional comments and error information

Benefits for Your Corporate Success

• Significant time and cost savings

• Relief of the maintenance staff

• Higher identification of the machine operator by delegation  
 of responsibility

• Machine operator handles minor downtimes quickly

• Uniform order management as well as regulated  
 maintenance requests

• Optimized planning by assigning urgencies

• Fast reaction time through individual alerting

• Planned maintenance

• Personnel deployment and requirements planning

• Alerting

• Hierarchical structures

• Maintenance plans/orders

• Calendar/runtime/counter/state triggers

• Request and task management

• MTBF/MTTR

• Pareto and Pivot analyses

• Autonomous maintenance

• Equipment maintenance

• Synchronization with MDA

Standard Functions  
Included

Module Maintenance (M)
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Greater Responsibility for Machine Operators – 
Producing More Smoothly Than Ever

Within the scope of autonomous maintenance, minor mea- 
sures such as cleaning, oiling, or other activities on the  
machine are transferred directly to the machine operator. 
Through this delegation of responsibility you save time and 
costs. Your production process gets much faster due to the 
fact that maintenance staff is relieved. You can quickly confi-
gure autonomous maintenance, including ensuring continu-
ous documentation.

Displaying Instructions and Guidelines – Directly 
at the Machine and Always Up-To-Date

Also make use of the FASTEC 4 PRO additional function Docu-
ment Display and link a wide variety of documents and infor-
mation as required. These are made available to your machine 
operators at the production terminal. A reading confirmation 
for release supports the careful execution of the work.

Requests From the Machine Operator – a Part of 
Total Productive Maintenance

Maintenance requests are integrated in the module Mainte-
nance. Your machine operators have the opportunity to make 
suggestions for improvement and leave a comment in the 
system at all times so that you can continuously improve your 
machine park. This provides you and your TPM manager with  
a valid basis for checking the implementation of the proposed 
measure. 

Avoiding Downtimes in the Best Possible Way – 
Preventive Maintenance Planning

Combine the module Maintenance with the FASTEC 4 PRO 
additional function Autonomous Maintenance. Let us actively 
support you in carrying out reactive maintenance measures 
and in controlling preventive and autonomous maintenance 
measures. This way you significantly reduce defects and fail- 
ures. While the additional function Autonomous Maintenance 
notifies the production employee in case of minor mainte- 
nance or cleaning measures, you can create concrete mainte-
nance and inspection orders in Planned Maintenance, e.g. at 
time or condition-based intervals.

Module Maintenance: In Detail

Proactive: Planned Maintenance Measure Reactive: Unplanned Maintenance Measure
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Your Advantages in Production Control – at All Levels

Your entire company will benefit from FASTEC 4 PRO. From your production manager to the machine 

operators, maintenance staff, the controlling up to the management.

Managers and Controllers

• Reliable, meaningful database to support strategic  
 decisions

• Continuous performance measurement enables  
 up-to-date key figures

• Productivity potentials are revealed

• Savings or margin increase by reducing production  
 costs

• Optimal CIP analysis tool

• ROI in less than 12 months

CONCLUSION: 
With digitally generated, meaningful reports, you make  
the right decisions and ensure your company‘s success.

Maintenance Staff

• Preventive maintenance is effectively integrated

• Planning of maintenance takes into account machine   
 utilization 

• Electronic maintenance facilities are provided on site 

• Digital documentation of all maintenance work carried  
 out, including spare parts consumption for all operating  
 equipment 

• Comprehensive reports for analysis of maintenance  
 measures

CONCLUSION: 
Preventive maintenance and complete, seamless documen-
tation ensure that your machines are optimally supplied.

Production Manager

• Minimized idle times, reduction of downtimes

• Fast, targeted response to disturbances or performance  
 losses

• Identification of weaknesses

• Improved order and personnel planning

• Higher throughput thanks to shorter processing times

• Paperless production

• Maintenance integrated into production processes

CONCLUSION: 
A transparent production minimizes your waste of  
resources.

Machine Operators

• Continuous target/actual comparison provides  
 up-to-date key figures on order progress 

• Simple recording of all machine and process  
 disturbances 

• Digital provision of order-related documents and  
 monitoring of important process data

• Order bookings directly at the machine

• Requesting maintenance in the event of major  
 disturbances

CONCLUSION: 
Digital monitoring of the production process guarantees 
efficient operation of your machines.
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